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Conflict Update # 155 

August 18th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 44,300 soldiers killed and 133,000 injured, 1,889(+3) enemy tanks, 4,179 (+17) armored combat 

vehicles, 1,010 (+17) artillery systems, 265 (+2) anti-aircraft missile systems, 136 (+0) air defense systems, 234 (+1) 

warplanes, 197 (+1) helicopters, 793 (+1) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 190 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) 

warships/cutters, 3,061 (+7) trucks and tankers, 76 fuel bowsers and 93 (+1) units of specialized equipment. 

Key takeaways 

There were no claimed or assessed 
Russian territorial gains in Ukraine on August 

18th for the first time since July 6, 2022. 

Russian sources reported a series of 

unidentified and unconfirmed explosions 

across Crimea tonight. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense may be 

setting information conditions to blame 

Ukraine for a false flag attack at the 

Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant. 

Russian forces conducted ground 
assaults south of Siversk and northeast and 

south of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces continued conducting 

offensive operations north, west, and 

southwest of Donetsk City. 

Russian forces conducted an unsuccessful 

ground assault on the Zaporizhia axis. 

Ukrainian officials confirmed additional 

strikes on a Russian military base and 

warehouse in Kherson Oblast. 

The Kremlin is likely leveraging 
established Cossack organizations to support 

Russian force generation efforts. 

Russian occupation officials continued preparations for the long-term integration of occupied territories of Ukraine 

into Russia. 
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Subordinate main effort—southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk - Russian forces 

did not conduct any confirmed ground attacks 

along the Izyum-Slovyansk line and shelled 

settlements near the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast 

border on August 18. The Russian Ministry of 

Defense claimed that a Russian artillery strike 

targeted Ukrainian positions in Mazanivka 

(about 20km northwest of Slovyansk), 

confirming ISW’s control of terrain assessment 

that Ukrainian forces have pushed Russian 

troops out of the settlement. 

Russian forces attempted to advance on Siversk 

from the south on August 18. The Ukrainian 

General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian 

troops unsuccessfully attempted to advance 

from Mykolaivka (about 15km southwest of 

Siversk) to Vyimka (about 5km southeast of 

Siversk). Russian sources claimed that Russian 

troops are continuing to fight along the eastern 

ring of Siversk in the vicinity of Serebryanka, 

Verkhnokamyanske, and Ivano-Darivka. Their 

troops also continued artillery and air strikes on 

Siversk and surrounding settlements. 

Russian forces continued ground attacks 

northeast and south of Bakhmut today, and 

continued efforts to advance southwest on 

Bakhmut along the T1302 highway from 

Soledar and reportedly attempted to advance 

from Volodymyrivka to Soledar. UGS reported 

that Russian troops attempted to advance on 

Bakhmut from Pokrovske, about 10km east of Bakhmut.  

Russian forces, reportedly including Wagner Group mercenaries, continued pushing north on Bakhmut from Klynove, 

Kodema, and Semihirya, all within roughly 15km of the southern outskirts of Bakhmut. UGS reported that Russian forces 

are attempting to advance on Bakhmut from the northern outskirts of Horlivka in the area of Holmivsky and Zaitseve. 

Russian operations near Horlivka likely intended to gain access to the T0513 Horlivka-Bakhmut highway, which indicates 

that they are likely attempting to advance on Bakhmut along three lines: from Horlivka to the southwest along the T0513, 

from Soledar to the northeast along the T1302, and from the Klynove-Vershyna area along the E40 highway.  

Russian forces conducted a series of ground attacks on the northern and western outskirts of Donetsk City on August 18. 

UGS reported that their forces attempted to advance towards Avdiivka (10km northwest of Donetsk City) from the 

direction of Verkhnotoretske and Novoselivka Druha—15km and 7km northeast of Avdiivka, respectively.  

Russian forces also reportedly attempted to push west of their positions in Pisky towards Pervomaiske, about 10km west 

of Pisky. Several Russian sources also posted footage claiming to show Russian troops consolidating positions in Marinka, 
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which lies on the southwestern outskirts of Donetsk City, and continued heavy artillery strikes against fortified Ukrainian 

positions in and around Avdiivka and west of Donetsk City to support ongoing ground attacks. 

Russian forces conducted a limited ground attack southwest of Donetsk City on August 18. UGS reported that enemy 

troops unsuccessfully attempted to improve their tactical positions and advance from Taramchuk (25km southwest of 

Donetsk City) towards Vodyane (35km southwest of Donetsk City). Russian sources claimed that Russian and Donetsk 

People’s Republic (DNR) troops continued fighting near Vuhledar, about 45km southwest of Donetsk City. Russian 

operations southwest of Donetsk City are likely focused on gaining access to the T0524 road that runs into Marinka and 

may be used to support Russian operations to push west of the current positions on the western outskirts of Donetsk 

City. 

Supporting effort #1—Kharkiv City - 

Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed 

ground attacks along the Kharkiv City axis 

today. UGS reported that Russian forces 

focused on holding occupied positions and 

preventing Ukrainian counterattacks. Russian 

forces deployed an unspecified number of 

additional electronic warfare systems and a 

battalion tactical group (BTG) in the Kharkiv 

City direction in an attempt to restore the 

combat capability of units already stationed 

around Kharkiv City. 

Russian BTGs that have been engaged in 

combat are likely badly understrength and will 

add relatively little combat power. Volunteer 

battalions have deployed with very limited 

training and would add far less combat power 

than their numbers suggest. Russian troops 

continued remote mining near Lebyazhne 

(about 40km southeast of Kharkiv City), 

indicating Russian forces seek to restrain 

Ukrainian attacks in the direction of Russia’s 

ground lines of communication along the Izyum 

axis. Russian sources continued to repeat 

previous unsubstantiated claims of Russian 

control of Stohnii, Baranivka, Odnorobivka, and 

Udy (all about 40km north of Kharkiv City and 

within 10km of the Ukraine-Russia border). 

Several Ukrainian sources reported major 

Russian missile strikes on four of the nine 

districts of Kharkiv City and on Krasnohrad 

(western Kharkiv Oblast) between August 17 

and 18. The missiles struck a dormitory and 

residential areas of Kharkiv City, caused major 

damage to civilian infrastructure, and killed and injured several civilians.  
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Russian forces also conducted airstrikes near Staryi Saltiv, Verkhnii Saltiv, and Baranivka (northeast of Kharkiv City) and 

continued to shell settlements surrounding Kharkiv City. 

Supporting effort #2—southern axis - 

Russian forces conducted a limited and 

unsuccessful ground assault on the Zaporizhia 

axis on August 18. UGS reported that Russian 

forces unsuccessfully attempted to advance 

from Yehorivka to Shevchenkove, both east of 

the Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast administrative 

border. UGS also reported that Russian forces 

reinforced an unspecified area along the 

Southern Axis with at least two battalion 

tactical groups (BTGs), indicating a continued 

Russian effort to reinforce the south in 

preparation for Ukrainian counterattacks. 

These BTGs are unlikely to increase Russian 

combat power materially. 

Russian forces continued focusing on 

maintaining occupied lines and preventing 

Ukrainian forces from advancing along the 

Southern Axis on August 18. UGS reported 

that they intensified aerial reconnaissance 

using UAVs on settlements in north and west 

Kherson Oblast, as well as in settlements in 

northern Zaporizhia Oblast.  

UGS also reported that Russian forces 

conducted airstrikes on Lozove and Bila 

Krynytsia, both near the Ukrainian bridgehead 

across the Inhulets River, and Blahodatne, 

approximately 20km northwest of Kherson 

City. Russian forces also continued shelling 

settlements along the entire line of contact using tank, tube, and rocket artillery. 

Russian forces continued to target settlements in Dnipropetrovsk and Mykolaiv Oblasts using artillery and missiles on 

August 18. Ukrainian officials reported that Russian forces used tube artillery to shell Nikopol, located across the Dnipro 

River from Russian-occupied positions in Zaporizhzhia Oblast, and other settlements throughout Dnipropetrovsk Oblast.  

The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command reported that Russian forces launched two anti-radar missiles from a Su-

35 aircraft in the Bakhtanka and Mykolaiv directions and continued shelling other settlements throughout Mykolaiv 

Oblast. 

Ukrainian forces continued targeting Russian logistics points and ammunition depots in Kherson Oblast. Kherson Oblast 

Administration Advisor Serhiy Khlan reported on August 18 that Ukrainian forces destroyed a Russian warehouse in 

Bilohirka, located near the Ukrainian bridgehead across the Inhulets River. Khlan also reported that Ukrainian forces 

destroyed a Russian military base in Nova Kakhovka on August 17. 
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Mobilization and force generation efforts - The Kremlin is likely leveraging established Cossack organizations to 

support Russian force generation efforts. Formal Russian Cossack organizations are paramilitary formations that perform 

state services, including law enforcement and military administrative tasks, in accordance with Russian Federal Law. 

Russian daily newspaper Kommersant reported that the All-Russian Cossack Society formed a 250 man-strong Cossack 

“Terek” detachment which is currently completing its preparations to deploy to Ukraine. The Terek detachment 

reportedly includes military specialists with scout, sniper, and machine gunner experience with personnel drawn from 

Stavropol Krai, Dagestan, North Ossetia, Kabardino-Balkaria, and the Chechen Republic. It is unclear whether there are 

established Cossack organizations in predominantly Muslim federal subjects, such as Chechnya and Dagestan, from which 

”Cossacks” might be recruited given that Cossack culture and history are traditionally hostile to Islam.  

Russian Cossack organizations may be helping train Russian recruits due the ineffectiveness or limitations of other more 

conventional Russian recruitment organs. Kommersant additionally reported that the All-Russian Cossack Society has 

deployed seven volunteer units (of unspecified echelon) to Ukraine, is preparing three volunteer units for deployment, 

and has over 6,000 Cossacks supporting the war in Ukraine in unspecified capacities. 

Russian occupation forces continue efforts to mobilize Ukrainian citizens into military units. Vladimir Novikov – one of 

the pro-Russian militia leaders in Russian-occupied Zaporizhzhia –  told RIA Novosti on August 18 that the Russian 

occupation administration in Zaporizhzhia Oblast is forming a “volunteer army” (of unspecified size) to capture the 

remainder of occupied Zaporizhzhia Oblast. They will likely intensify efforts to mobilize Ukrainian citizens in Zaporizhia 

Oblast as they have in occupied eastern Ukraine. 

Russian volunteer units and forcibly mobilized Ukrainian citizens are unlikely to generate effective Russian combat power 

due to their low morale, poor equipment, and lack of training. Mari El Republic Governor Yuri Zaitsev stated that of 

approximately 430 Mari Eli residents who deployed to Ukraine in volunteer formations, at least 58 died. This report 

suggests that the unit likely suffered a total casualty rate (killed and wounded) of 40 percent given the normal ration of 

three wounded-in-action for every fatality.  

A Ukrainian citizen who was mobilized in Luhansk on August 3 to fight for Russian forces (and who Ukrainian forces 

captured no later than August 18) testified that Russian forces provided him with a shirt, an old iron helmet, and no shoes 

and stated that his infantry unit had no armor support and had to walk on foot during combat. 

Activity in Russian-occupied areas - The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported today that Russian occupation 

authorities are planning to conduct door-to-door “surveys” of households in occupied Melitopol from September 11-17 

in lieu of in-person voting for the Kremlin’s sham annexation referendum.  

The Resistance Center claimed that Russian forces are conducting such easily falsifiable surveys because the referendum 

will have low turnout and urged Ukrainian civilians to evacuate occupied areas before the referendum takes place to 

avoid participation. The Center also reported that Ukrainian partisan activity forced the Russian military to transfer forces 

away from the front lines to secure the sham referendum. 

Russian occupation authorities are taking steps to restore some industrial, housing, and media capacity in occupied 

Ukrainian territory. These reconstruction efforts appear to be largely in service of Russian government campaigns to 

create administrative capabilities in occupied areas, to enhance or reinforce Russian logistical supply lines, and to wage 

an information war in occupied parts of Ukraine, thereby acclimating Ukrainian civilians to the Russian occupation. 

“Reconstruction” efforts do not appear to be meeting even basic needs of civilians in occupied areas, who face the 

approaching winter without heat in parts of the country. 

• Administrative campaign: The Mariupol City Council reported on August 17 that Russian occupation officials are 

conducting an inventory of housing in Mariupol to identify properties whose owners fled the Russian invasion. 
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The Council reported that occupation officials intend to give this housing to Russian officials, their families, and 

collaborators. Offers of free housing are one way the Kremlin is likely attempting to incentivize Russian 

bureaucrats to move to occupied areas and administratively support the integration of occupied Ukrainian 

territory into the Russian Federation as well as to change the demographics of the area in Russia’s favor. 

• Logistical campaign: The Mariupol City Council and local Telegram channel Mariupol Now reported on August 18 

that Russian occupation authorities are working to restore Mariupol’s port to facilitate the export of metal 

products from Mariupol to Russia. Restoration of the port could also be used to reinforce Russian logistics lines—

Mariupol mayoral advisor Petro Andryushchenko reported on August 17 that a ferry from the Russian city of 

Yeysk to Mariupol began service but will be used for military purposes. Andryushchenko warned that Russian 

forces hid ammunition within the ferry. Deputy Russian Defense Minister Timur Ivanov claimed on August 18 

that Russian occupation officials were prioritizing reconstruction in Donbas and restoring drinking water in cities 

like Donetsk—measures that are likely required to incentivize Russian administrators to move to the area or to 

house Russian forces for any period of time. 

• Propaganda and population control campaign: The Central Election Commission head for United Russia, the 

political party of Russian President Vladimir Putin, attended the grand opening of the Russian-run Tavria 

television channel in Kherson and framed channel employees as “information troops” who are “extremely 

important” to the Russian invasion. He emphasized that “Tavria is here forever, like Russia.”  

Russian occupation officials will likely attempt to use state-run propaganda outlets like Tavria to conduct 

information operations against Ukrainian civilians in occupied southern Ukraine as public services worsen and 

partisan attacks continue. For example, the Ukrainian mayor of Melitopol, Ivan Federov, stated on August 18 that 

there is no gas for heat in Melitopol.  

Federov said that Russian propagandists provide three different stories for how civilians can stay warm this 

winter—construction of a gas pipeline from Crimea, construction of a pipeline from Berdyansk, and importing 

coal supplies—but that no work is being done on the alleged pipelines. Zaporizhia Occupation Administration 

Head Yevheny Balitsky stated on August 18 that occupation authorities are working to provide fuel to 

”preferential categories” of residents—likely those who cooperate with occupation authorities. 

Explosions hit military airfield in Crimea – reports - Explosions hit an area near a Russian military airport in the 

annexed Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea on Thursday, according to Reuters. At least four explosions struck the airport of 

Belbek, north of Sevastopol, the news agency reported, citing three local sources. 

Ukraine has not confirmed it was behind the attack and the BBC cannot independently verify the claim. 

The explosions follow a string of attacks against Russian military sites and equipment in Crimea over the last week, which 

Ukraine has not claimed responsibility for. 

After one such attack, Ukraine’s defence minister, Oleksiy Reznikov, suggested careless Russian soldiers could be to 

blame, warning the country's troops to not “smoke in dangerous places.” 

Around the time Thursday's attack was reported, Ukraine's defence ministry tweeted "smoking kills" - an apparent 

reference to Reznikov's apparently tongue-in-cheek remarks. 

Russia has also not confirmed Thursday's attack. 

The governor of Sevastopol said Russian anti-aircraft forces downed a Ukrainian drone but said no damage had been 

done.  
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Russian 'Alligator' helicopter destroyed in Ukraine airstrike - Ukrainian bomber planes took out three 

unmanned Russian aircraft and one helicopter in the Zaporizhzhia and Donetsk regions, according to a Facebook post 

published by the Air Force Command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 

The Ka-52 helicopter, introduced in 1996 and known as the "Alligator," is an all-weather attack helicopter owned and 

operated by the Russian Air Force that can destroy both armored and unarmored targets, low-speed aerial targets and 

military personnel. It is also deployed as a surveillance platform and aerial command post for a group of attack 

helicopters. 

The daytime attack by Ukrainian personnel included up to 10 group airstrikes on Russian troops positioned "in several 

operational directions." 

The attacks came on the heels of "a significant portion" of Russia's naval aviation combat jets being taken out as Ukrainian 

forces bombarded aircraft and ships on the Crimean Peninsula near the Black Sea. 

In addition to the destruction of the three unmanned aircraft and the Alligator, Ukrainian officials announced that Su-25 

and Su-24 bombers struck Russian platoon and mouth supports, marching tank columns and enemy manpower and 

equipment. 

Untrained Russian troops struggling to fit tank armor, causing losses - Russian troops are struggling to properly 

fit their tanks with Explosive Reactive Armor (ERA), adding to "heavy attrition" in combat, according to Britain's Ministry 

of Defense. 

Russian ammunition depot on fire - local governor - An ammunition depot is on fire near the village of Timonovo 

in the Belgorod region of Russia, near the border with Ukraine, according to the local governor. 

Writing on Telegram, Vyacheslav Gladkov said there were no casualties, but that residents in nearby areas had been 

evacuated for their own safety. 

He added that the cause of the fire is under investigation. 

Ukraine says Kherson attack repelled - Ukraine's military says that its forces have beaten back a Russian attack in 

the southern region of Kherson, while shelling by Moscow's forces in the northeastern city of Kharkiv killed seven people 

and wounded 16. 

In southern Ukraine, Kyiv's forces repelled an attempted advance by Russian forces near the town of Bilohirka, northeast 

of Kherson, Ukrainian military analyst Oleh Zhdanov said. 

The southern district of the Operational Command of the Ukrainian armed forces said its forces killed 29 "occupiers" and 

destroyed artillery, armored vehicles, and a military supply depot. 

Kharkiv death toll rises to 17 - local governor - The death toll in Kharkiv, in north-eastern Ukraine, has increased 

to 17 people after Russian shelling hit a number of residential buildings, according to local governor Oleh Synehubov. 

As well as the 10 people who had already been pronounced dead, rescuers have now recovered a further seven bodies 

from the rubble, Synehubov wrote in a message on Telegram. 

Among the dead was a boy born in 2009, he added. 

Forty-two people were also injured in the rocket attacks, he said. 

Attacks also hit the city of Krasnograd in the Kharkiv region - where a couple were killed and their 12-year-old daughter 

was seriously injured, Mr Synehubov said. 
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Moscow reportedly moves three warplanes with hypersonic missiles to Kaliningrad exclave - The Russian 

Defense Ministry has deployed three MiG-31E warplanes equipped with Kinzhal hypersonic missiles to the far western 

Kaliningrad exclave, according to Russian media. 

The ministry was quoted as saying by the Russian state-owned news agency RIA on August 18 that the aircraft would be 

on round-the-clock duty. 

Russia has long boasted about its arsenal of Kinzhals, which have a range of up to 2,000 kilometers, and fly 10 times the 

speed of sound. 

Kaliningrad, a Russian region located between NATO members Poland and Lithuania, became a flashpoint in June after 

Vilnius imposed restrictions on Russian goods traveling across its territory to the exclave, arguing it was applying 

sanctions imposed by the European Union after Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24. 

Russian troops "can’t move anywhere further" in Ukraine, former Ukrainian defense official says - Russian 

troops are in a situation where they “can't move anywhere further” in Ukraine thanks to weapons provided by Western 

countries, former Ukrainian Defense Minister Andriy Zagorodnyuk told CNN on Thursday. 

“The war is in a situation where the Russians cannot move anywhere further because of the weapons the West provided 

us. We managed now to make them stop,” Zagorodnyuk said. 

“But unfortunately at the same time we don’t have enough weapons for a proper, serious, fully-fledged counter-

offensive,” he added. 

The former defense minister also said the term "stalemate" was not applicable to the situation in Ukraine. 

“Usually when people use the word stalemate, they assume some sort of stability and some sort of calmness. But it’s not 

the case, unfortunately. It’s an extremely active war right now, there are people dying every day and there are a lot of 

operations, small operations happening in almost every operational direction,” Zagorodnyuk said. 

Ukraine was behind at least three explosions in Crimea — an air base, an ammunition depot and an airfield — according 

to a Ukrainian government report circulated internally and shared with CNN by a Ukrainian official on Wednesday. 

Russian forces unnerved by Ukraine's hit-and-run attacks behind front lines in Crimea, think tank says – 

Russian leadership “losing confidence”: Russian commanders in occupied Crimea are scrambling to disperse their forces 

in the face of successful attacks by Ukrainian special forces operating behind enemy lines with the help of local residents, 

according to the latest assessment from the ISW. 

The Washington-based think tank cites a report from Ukraine’s military intelligence agency that Russian forces are 

relocating dozens of fixed and rotary wing aircraft stationed in forward airfields in Crimea to areas deeper in the Crimean 

Peninsula and in mainland Russia. 

“Russian military leadership is likely increasingly losing confidence in the security of Crimea following recent Ukrainian 

strikes on Russian military objects in Crimea,” the ISW assessment says, noting that the Russian commander of the 

Crimean-based Black Sea Fleet has been replaced. 

“Recent Ukrainian strikes (associated with Ukrainian partisans and Ukrainian Armed Forces) on Russian military assets in 

Crimea, including the headquarters of the BSF in Sevastopol, have likely placed Russian forces on high alert and led to 

the restructuring of force composition, logistics, and leadership of the Russian grouping in Crimea in order to mitigate 

the impact of further strikes,” the ISW concludes. 
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Peace talks 

Russia must withdraw troops before peace deal can be made - Ukrainian President Zelensky has ruled out a 

peace deal with Russia unless it withdraws its troops from Ukraine. 

Speaking after talks with Turkey's President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres in Lviv, 

Zelensky told reporters he was "very surprised" to hear from the Turkish leader that Russia was "ready for some kind of 

peace". 

He adds: "First they should leave our territory and then we'll see." 

Ukraine warns Russia it intends to take back Crimea - Ukraine has been sending a message to Russia that the 

country has plans to retake territory that Moscow annexed in 2014. 

"These fireworks mean that Crimea is coming back to Ukraine," Serhiy Bratchuk, the spokesman for Odesa region’s 

military administration, told Britain's The Times newspaper this week. 

The comments come as multiple explosions have rocked Russian bases in occupied Crimea over the last week, destroying 

ammunition and damaging logistics and communications lines. 

Humanitarian 

Torture and mock executions: What is happening inside Russia's filtration camps? Almost since the war 

began, Ukrainians have accused Russian forces of detaining civilians, interrogating them and in many cases forcing them 

not only from their homes but from their country. 

Now, new details are emerging about the scope and scale of Russia’s use of “filtration camps,” makeshift detention 

centers Russia and proxy forces use to hold, interrogate and deport hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians. A growing 

number of experts and officials believe the camps are part of a larger, orchestrated campaign to erase Ukrainian 

nationality that amounts to genocide. 

Russia has moved an estimated 1.5 million Ukrainians, including over 200,000 children, to Russia and Russian-controlled 

areas of Ukraine, according to both Russian and Ukrainian officials. Multiple reports show that Russian forces use an 

archipelago of filtration camps in Russian-controlled eastern Ukraine to hold and scrutinize many of them. Ukrainians 

who have passed through the camps have reported treatment ranging from humiliation to verbal abuse and physical 

torture. They say Russian forces and pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine subjected them to strip searches, 

confiscated and searched their electronic devices, used electric shocks to torture them, and staged mock executions of 

detainees. 

The filtration camps appear to serve purposes similar to Russian and Soviet camps in earlier conflicts, from World War II 

to the Chechen wars of the 1990s: to identify civilians who they believe can assimilate into Russian culture and Russian 

rule and punish or remove those who won’t. 

“Filtration camps are rooted in Soviet and Russian history,” said Khrystyna Holynska, a defense and policy researcher at 

the Rand Corporation. “It was a way to, first, get rid of those who could pose a threat to the regime by resisting it. And 

secondly, it is a way to spread fear and sow distrust among the rest to prevent them from even thinking about resisting.” 

Some of those who pass the test of loyalty are freed; others have been kept in these camps in Russian-held territory or 

taken to Russia. 

The growing number of accounts has led to widespread condemnation. 
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“Evidence is mounting that Russian authorities are detaining or disappearing thousands of Ukrainian civilians who do not 

pass ‘filtration,’” Secretary of State Antony Blinken said in a press statement. 

Sanctions 

Half of Russian flight dispatchers on forced leave as sanctions clobber travel - Half of Russia's flight 

dispatchers have been put on forced leave as Western sanctions batter the country's travel industry, a labor union official 

says. 

Sergei Kovalyov, the president of Russia's Federal Trade Union of Air Traffic Controllers, made the statement in a 

complaint sent to the Prosecutor-General's Office earlier this week, Russian media reported. 

Russia has about 30,000 flight dispatchers, suggesting 15,000 have been put on leave. 

Russia's aviation industry -- highly dependent on Western technology and Western routes -- has been among the hardest 

hit by sweeping sanctions triggered by Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. 

The United States and its allies have banned the sale of planes and plane parts to Russia, while the EU has banned Russia 

from using its airspace. 

Impacts 

American investor known for Russian nightclub, pro-Ukrainian stances, found dead In Washington - An 

American stockbroker, who made a fortune in the Russian market in the 1990s and 2000s and later co-founded a posh 

Moscow nightclub before leaving the country, died after being found lying on a sidewalk in Washington, police said. 

Police said they were investigating the death of Dan Rapoport, 52, who was found outside an apartment building in a 

northwestern district of the U.S. capital, but there were no immediate indications of foul play. 

A preliminary police report said officers responded to a report of a “jumper” on the evening of August 14, and the man, 

later identified as Rapoport, was taken to a nearby hospital, where he was declared dead. 

The police report said officers found $2,620 in cash on Rapoport when they discovered his body on the sidewalk, along 

with headphones, a cracked cell phone, a Florida driver’s license, and other items. He was wearing flip-flops. 

Brianna Burch, a police spokesperson, told RFE/RL that there did not appear to be anyone with Rapoport at the time and 

there were no listed witnesses. She said she did not have information to suggest he left a suicide note. 

Estonia repels massive cyberattack Linked to removal of Soviet memorial - Estonia says it was targeted by 

"the most extensive cyberattacks since 2007" shortly after removing a Soviet-era monument in a region with a sizeable 

ethnic Russian majority. 

Russian hacker group Killnet claimed responsibility for the attack, saying on its Telegram account on August 17 that it had 

blocked access to more than 200 state and private Estonian institutions, including an online citizen-identification system. 

Killnet said it acted after a Soviet Tu-34 tank was removed from public display in the town of Narva to a museum on 

August 16. 

Russian sought by U.S. over 'Ryuk' ransomware extradited from Netherlands - A Russian national sought by 

U.S. prosecutors for allegedly laundering cryptocurrency tied to a notorious ransomware gang has been extradited to the 

United States from the Netherlands. 
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Denis Dubnikov, 29, a Russian citizen, made his initial appearance in federal court in Portland on August 17, the Justice 

Department said in a statement. A five-day jury trial is scheduled to begin on October 4. 

U.S. prosecutors accuse Dubnikov and his co-conspirators of laundering the proceeds of ransomware attacks on 

individuals and organizations throughout the United States and abroad. 

Dubnikov and his accomplices allegedly laundered $400,000 in ransom payments from victims of Ryuk, a ransomware 

gang believed to have extracted $70 million from individuals and companies around the world, including the United 

States. 

Dubnikov, who owns small crypto exchanges in Russia, was detained in the Netherlands in November after he was denied 

entry into Mexico and put on a plane back to the EU country and U.S. ally. 

A lawyer representing him at the time said he did not know the source of the money that the United States alleges came 

from ransomware payments. 

Russian jets suspected of violating Finnish airspace, defence ministry says - Two Russian MiG-31 fighter jets 

are suspected of violating Finnish airspace on Thursday morning near the coastal city of Porvoo on the Gulf of Finland, 

the Finnish defence ministry said. 

The suspected violation happened at 0640 GMT and the jets were westbound, communications chief Kristian Vakkuri 

told Reuters, adding the aircraft were in Finnish airspace for two minutes. 

"The depth of the suspected violation into Finnish airspace was one kilometre," he said, but would not elaborate on 

whether the planes were escorted out. 

‘I don’t see justice in this war’: Russian soldier exposes rot at core of Ukraine invasion - Pavel Filatyev knew 

the consequences of what he was saying. The ex-paratrooper understood he was risking prison, that he would be called 

a traitor and would be shunned by his former comrades-in-arms. His own mother had urged him to flee Russia while he 

still could. He said it anyway. 

“I don’t see justice in this war. I don’t see truth here,” he said over a tucked-away cafe table in the Moscow financial 

district. It was his first time sitting down in person with a journalist since returning from the war in Ukraine. 

“I am not afraid to fight in war. But I need to feel justice, to understand that what I’m doing is right. And this is all failing 

not only because the government has stolen everything, but because we, Russians, don’t feel that what we are doing is 

right.” 

Two weeks ago, Filatyev went on to his VKontakte social media page and published a 141-page bombshell: a day-by-day 

description of how his paratrooper unit was sent to mainland Ukraine from Crimea, entered Kherson and captured the 

seaport, and dug in under heavy artillery fire for more than a month near Mykolaiv – and then how he eventually was 

wounded and evacuated from the conflict with an eye infection. 

By then, he was convinced he had to expose the rot at the core of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. “We were sitting under 

artillery fire by Mykolaiv,” he said. “At that point I already thought that we’re just out here doing bullshit, what the ---- 

do we need this war for? And I really had this thought: ‘God, if I survive, then I’ll do everything that I can to stop this.’” 

He spent 45 days writing his memoirs from the conflict, breaking an omerta under which even the word war has been 

banished in public. “I simply can’t stay quiet any longer, even though I know that I probably won’t change anything, and 

maybe I’ve acted foolishly to get myself in so much trouble,” says Filatyev, his fingers shaking from stress as he lit another 

cigarette. 
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His memoir, ZOV, is named for the tactical markings painted on Russian army vehicles that have been adopted as a pro-

war symbol in Russia. Until now, there has been no more detailed, voluntary account from a Russian soldier participating 

in the invasion of Ukraine. Extracts were published in Russia’s independent press, while Filatyev appeared via video for a 

televised interview on TV Rain. 

This week the Russian investigative site iStories, which Russia has banned from the country, has published a confession 

from another Russian soldier admitting on camera to shooting and killing a civilian resident in the Ukrainian city of 

Andriivka. 

At one point, Filatyev describes how the ravenous paratroopers, the elite of the Russian army, captured the Kherson 

seaport and immediately began grabbing “computers and whatever valuable goods we could find.” Then they ransacked 

the kitchens for food. 

“Like savages, we ate everything there: oats, porridge, jam, honey, coffee … We didn’t give a damn about anything, we’d 

already been pushed to the limit. Most had spent a month in the fields with no hint of comfort, a shower or normal food. 

“What a wild state you can drive people to by not giving any thought to the fact that they need to sleep, eat and wash,” 

he wrote. “Everything around gave us a vile feeling; like wretches we were just trying to survive.” 

Containment 

Who is sending most military aid to Ukraine? - 

New figures suggest that the US is still by far the biggest 

donor of military aid to Ukraine. 

The Kiel Institute for the World Economy says 

Washington committed to spending more than $25bn 

between 24 January and 1 July. 

The UK has committed the second largest amount, with 

Poland and Germany third and fourth in the list. 

The figures do not take into account amounts 

committed but not actually spent, so it is possible that 

they don't give a full picture of what help is reaching 

Ukraine's armed forces. 

Separately, the researchers looked at overall aid 

commitments in July, including financial and 

humanitarian help to Ukraine. 

They said that last month: "Donor countries initiated 

almost no new aid, but they did deliver some of the 

already committed support such as weapon systems.” 

UK publishes new maritime strategy amid ‘increased global tensions’ - The UK today published a new five-

year maritime strategy that focuses on improving freedom of navigation in the Indo-Pacific while also “officially 

[recognizing] environmental damage as a maritime security concern to address modern issues such as illegal fishing.” 
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“Our new maritime security strategy paves the way for both government and industry to provide the support needed to 

tackle new and emerging threats and further cement the UK’s position as a world leader in maritime security,” Grant 

Shapps, secretary of state for transport, said in a statement published alongside the document. 

The strategy’s authors, leaders of five departments including defense, call out Russia’s war in Ukraine in the foreword, 

characterizing the document as being published “at a time of increased global tension.” They also write that leaving the 

EU “has given [the UK] the ability to develop policies and strategies that represent the priorities and values that matter 

most to the British people.” 

Among the strategy’s priorities, the government’s aim to increase the country’s maritime presence in the Indo-Pacific by 

deploying two Offshore Patrol Vessels, a “Littoral Response Group” and a “Type 31 Frigate later in the decade.” 

“Elsewhere, Offshore Patrol Vessels will be forward deployed to the South Atlantic and Caribbean and will maintain a 

presence in the Mediterranean and African Coast,” according to the document. 

The strategy also says the country will establish a “UK Centre for Seabed Mapping” which will “coordinate cross-

government and industry collaboration in order to increase the quantity, quality, and availability of data in the marine 

domain.” 

German troops rejoin EU's Bosnian mission, sparking Russian anger - A contingent of around two dozen 

German troops arrived in Bosnia-Herzegovina on August 16 as part of the European Union's nearly two-decade 

peacekeeping and security mission in the troubled Balkan state, in a move quickly disparaged by Russia's embassy. 

The return of German troops to the EUFOR mission for the first time in a decade reflects Western concern at centrifugal 

ethnic and political forces and potential geopolitical spillover from the Ukraine war. 

EUFOR last week announced the deployment of up to 50 Bundeswehr troops to the former Yugoslav republic, which 

remains divided into a Bosniak and Croat federation and a mostly Serb entity known as Republika Srpska under the terms 

of a 1995 cease-fire known as the Dayton Agreement. 

On August 16, it called the arrival of around 30 troops "a further demonstration of the EU's commitment to a stable, 

prosperous, and European future for all the citizens" of Bosnia. 

Russia's embassy in Sarajevo alleged on August 16 that the United States and Britain are "preparing the ground for the 

creeping NATOization" of Bosnia. 

Why is the Air Force sending so many F-22 and F-35 fighters to Alaska? - With the arrival of the 54th F-35 at 

Eielson Air Force Base in April, Alaska became home to the world’s largest concentration of fifth-generation fighter jets. 

After a two-year buildup of the 354th Fighter Wing, there are now two squadrons of F-35s at Eielson in central Alaska. 

They join two squadrons of F-22s already stationed at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson farther south. 

The Air Force has long had the US military’s largest presence in the Arctic — the first F-22 arrived at Elmendorf-Richardson 

in August 2007 — and it and other service branches have hastened to expand their footprints there as climate change 

makes the region more accessible. 

Putin 

Russia may resort to 'unconventional' warfare after losses – former Colonel - Putin may resort to desperate 

measures including "unconventional" warfare due to mounting losses in Ukraine, according to a U.K. military expert. 
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British Army Colonel Hamish de Bretton-Gordon on Thursday told GB News that the Russian war effort had been going 

"very badly" and that Ukraine may be "getting on the front foot." He said that Putin likely believes he "can't afford" a 

military failure in Ukraine, while warning that tensions surrounding Ukraine's Russian-occupied Zaporizhzhia Nuclear 

Power Plant (NPP) and threats by Russian officials suggests that a nuclear incident could be in the cards. 

"Conventionally, the Russians are performing very badly," said de Bretton-Gordon. "We've seen the amount of tanks that 

they've lost, and troops. And they're now losing some sort of ground, which is why it is of increasing concern that the 

Russians may turn to unconventional—what we call asymmetric—warfare." 

"We know that Putin, in his own mind, probably can't afford to fail in Ukraine because he will be over," he continued. "As 

we hear stories of nuclear power stations and others, and we get threats from the Russian Ministry of Defense and some 

of its supporters about the nuclear issue, we need to be absolutely on the balls of our feet." 

Russia’s demographic collapse Is accelerating - Most countries are slowly recovering from the disastrous 

demographic consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, but Russia is not. Instead, as new data shows, the Russian 

Federation has resumed its long-term demographic decline, a trend likely to intensify and profoundly affect not only the 

country’s self-image but also its prospects for economic recovery and fielding a large military. 

The Kremlin is currently casting about for ways to limit or reverse this trend, but financial constraints—many of which 

arise from Putin’s war in Ukraine and ideological blinders affecting much of the Russian leadership—are preventing 

Moscow from making real progress, according to independent demographers. Indeed, the problem has grown so large 

and is approaching so rapidly that many commentators are suggesting that the situation will soon be worse than during 

the disastrous 1990s, and at least one analyst has declared the country will reach “a perfect storm” demographically by 

the end of this year or the beginning of next. As a result, Russia runs the very real risk that this demographic crisis will 

soon become a political one as well. 

Aleksey Raksha, an independent Russian demographer and perhaps the closest Russian counterpart to the late US expert 

Murray Feshbach, provides the most comprehensive discussion of these developments. He relies exclusively on the first 

results of the latest census, which were released earlier this summer (Vedomosti.ru, April 8), and a broader selection of 

demographic data that Rosstat, the Russian government’s statistical arm, has now released (Rosstat.gov.ru, August 2022), 

making it far harder for his words to be dismissed. The situation he outlines is devastating (Svoboda.org, August 9). 

During the first five months of 2022, Russia’s population fell by 430,000, which far exceeded the figure for the same 

period in 2021 and one that points to another decline of more than one million people for 2022 as a whole. The 2021 

figure reflects both the relationship of births and deaths among the permanent population and the size of migration 

flows. Last year, in-migration partially compensated for the greater number of deaths as compared to births, but this 

year, it has not. Instead, increased out-migration has contributed to the total population decline. The opening of the 

country to in-migration after the pandemic may lead to a slight improvement in the second half of 2022, but that will not 

be enough to compensate for the indigenous decline continuing into 2023 and throughout the coming decade 

(Osnmedia.ru, July 26). 

Raksha points out he is not suggesting war losses or war-driven emigration are to blame. According to him, neither has 

been large enough to affect overall demographic figures, although they may hit certain age groups harder than others—

though some observers strongly disagree and suggest that emigration is removing many women in prime child-bearing 

age cohorts from Russia (Yakutsk.ru, August 10). The Russian demographer is also dismissive of those who say recent 

increases in death rates are the result of Putin’s healthcare optimization program, which has left many Russians without 

access to medical treatment (Nakanune.ru, April 7). 

What has mattered, Raksha says, are three other factors: the continuing trend among Russians to have fewer children; 

the government’s reduction in pro-natalist policies, or even their outright cancellation given financial exigencies; and 
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fears among many Russians about the future given economic problems and the war. Not only are these driving down 

the fertility rate to lows not seen in peacetime before, but they are also combining to reduce the future number of 

women who might bear children in the future, thus limiting the ability of the country to escape these problems. The 

number in this cohort is now declining at a rate of 3 percent annually. 

Given that fertility rates are now well below replacement levels—it has fallen below 1.5 children per woman, far below 

the 2.2 children needed to maintain the population at existing levels—Russia’s total population will decline. In truth, 

unless immigration swells to politically dangerous levels, Moscow invests far more in promoting larger families than 

simply restoring the Soviet-era practice of awarding “hero mother status” to women with large families or the Kremlin 

occupies the territory of some of its neighbors and absorbs their populations, this outlook will not change. In pointing to 

the third possibility, Raksha notes it is often forgotten that Moscow now counts the population of Ukraine’s Crimea, 

which it annexed in 2014, when it talks about population increases since the 2010 census. 

The independent demographer also points to another statistical quirk that Moscow is exploiting to make its reported 

figures look better than they are, and one that ignores why any current improvement will not last. During the first five 

months of 2022, mortality rates declined slightly, but that almost certainly reflects the fact that many who might have 

survived into 2022 without a pandemic died in 2021 or 2020 before from COVID-19. 

If one takes that into consideration, it means Russia will not be able to count on a significant decline in death rates in the 

future. Instead, it may face an increase, especially if healthcare cannot keep up with the problems of an aging population 

and the possible spread of new diseases. That in turn may pull down life expectancies given that additional improvements 

in infant and child mortality, which have the greatest impact on death rates, appear unlikely, as those figures have 

become extremely low (Ach.gov.ru, 2020; Datatopics.worldbank.org, accessed August 16). 

Many Russians see three other demographic trends as incredibly threatening. First, new census data shows that the only 

regions naturally growing in number are non-Russian ones. All predominantly ethnic Russian areas are declining; 

something that means the country is becoming ever less ethnically Russian (Capost.media, April 5, 2021). Second, relative 

to other countries, a large share of deaths in Russia are among its working-age males, hurting the economy and birth 

rates (Finanz.ru, February 16, 2021). Third, and certainly most immediately important to Putin, the number of men of 

prime draft age is falling rapidly. According to one estimate, maintaining the Russian army at its current size through 

2032 will require Moscow to increase the share of men enlisted from the current rate of 6.31 percent to 8.01 percent 

down the road. While this could limit military options, it will beyond a doubt hit the economy, which will lack new workers 

unless migration increases radically. This is an unattractive option as far as many Russians are concerned (Versia.ru, 

February 22, 2021). 

It is often wisely said that demography is destiny but only in the long term. In Russia’s case, that term may be far shorter 

than anyone might have expected. 

GeoMilitary 

Argentina claim to the Falklands Islands - The global geopolitical situation shaped by the war in Ukraine is an 

opportunity for Argentina to continue adding support for its sovereignty claim over the British-run Falkland Islands, an 

Argentine official told Reuters. Secretary for Falklands (Malvinas) Affairs Guillermo Carmona begun a tour of neighboring 

countries to bolster support for his country's claim over the South Atlantic islands where Britain and Argentina fought a 

brief war 40 years ago.  

Comment – we reported on this in a previous Update. Our information is that China has offered to fund any Argentinian 

military exercise against the Islands. 

This is reportedly to distract Western attention on Taiwan should this theater become an international hot spot. 
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How HIMARS and sanctions are choking Russia's weapons trade - Russia's poor military performance in Ukraine 

may exacerbate troubling long-term trends for Moscow's weapon makers; an industry vital to the Kremlin's soft power 

abroad. 

Putin's claim of technological superiority over his Western adversaries looks increasingly less credible, as Russian forces 

struggle against Ukrainians armed with the latest weapons, including HIMARS, from NATO. 

Russia's invasion of Ukraine—now in its seventh month—was expected to be a showcase for the world's fifth most 

expensive armed force. Instead, Russian forces failed to quickly take Kyiv, and became stuck in a quagmire. 

Now questions are being asked about Russia's most advanced weapons. 

Its air force struggled against adversaries despite significant numerical and (supposedly) qualitative superiority; advanced 

tanks have fallen victim to NATO's relatively cheap shoulder-launched weapons; its vaunted S-300 and S-400 anti-air 

systems failed to stop high-profile Ukrainian long-range strikes—including by the U.S.-made HIMARS; and its precision 

ballistic missiles have been used sparingly and often against soft civilian targets. 

Russia's travails in Ukraine might ward off potential customers. 

Former U.S. Ambassador Mark Green told Newsweek the war is doing "tremendous" reputational damage to Russia's 

military-industrial sphere while eating up valuable resources. 

"It's going to be harder and harder for them to fulfil contracts—certainly to fulfil contracts in the sense of providing 

maintenance and replacement parts—because they're distracted," said Green, now the president of the Wilson Center 

think tank. 

Russia's limited ground successes in Ukraine have been supported by massed artillery fire, wreaking destruction on urban 

centers. 

"The unsophisticated nature of the weapons that they are using now—yes, they're causing unbelievable suffering and 

damage—but I don't believe that any third country looking at Russian dumb bombs that blow up a building will look at 

that and say: 'Oh, yes, that's what we want'," Green added. 

Sanctions Stress 

Russian military producers may struggle as international sanctions bite. 

An August report by the Royal United Services Institute—based on analysis of 27 Russian systems captured in Ukraine—

found 450 unique components designed and made outside of Russia. Replacing these with indigenous alternatives, RUSI 

said, is "nonviable." 

Among the systems reliant on foreign technology are Iskander cruise missiles, Orlan-10 drones, and multiple radios, RUSI 

said. Other reports found French components in Russia's much-vaunted T-90s tanks, operating in Ukraine. 

Sanctions mean Russia will also struggle to replace its most advanced weapons. "The factory that produces Kalibr missiles, 

for example, has effectively ceased acceptance sampling during quality control of parts and components that it receives, 

because too many items were being rejected as faulty," a source with knowledge of the industry, who spoke on the 

condition of anonymity, said. 
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GeoPolitics 

EU's Borrell calls for 'flexibility' as Kosovo-Serbia talks begin in Brussels - The European Union's top diplomat 

has opened high-level crisis talks between the leaders of Kosovo and Serbia in Brussels with an appeal to both sides to 

show flexibility. 

European Union mediators hope the talks will de-escalate growing tensions in the Balkans and reduce the increasingly 

war-mongering rhetoric coming from both sides. 

"Recent tensions in the north of Kosovo have demonstrated yet again that it is time to move forward towards full 

normalization," Josep Borrell wrote on Twitter on August 18. 

Hoping for progress, Borrell called on both Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic and Kosovar Prime Minister Albin Kurti 

"to be open and flexible to find common ground." 

Kosovo is a former province of Serbia, which has refused to recognize the country's 2008 declaration of independence. 

The two sides have engaged in the EU-led dialogue since 2011, aiming to reach a comprehensive and legally binding 

agreement on the normalization of relations. 

GeoNuclear 

With nuclear plant in jeopardy, Ukraine prepares for the worst - Ukrainian emergency services held a nuclear 

disaster drill in the country's Zaporizhzhya region on August 17 after repeated shelling at the site of Europe's largest 

nuclear power plant. Russian forces captured the Zaporizhzhya nuclear power plant in early March, shortly after their 

invasion of the country began. 

Ukrainian President Zelenskiy says he agreed to the parameters of an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) mission 

to the Zaporizhzhya nuclear power plant at talks with the UN secretary-general and Turkey's leader. 

Zelenskiy told a news conference earlier today after the talks in the western Ukrainian city of Lviv that Russia should 

immediately withdraw its forces and stop shelling from the nuclear facility in southern Ukraine. 

As the Ukrainian leader held talks with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and UN Secretary-General Antonio 

Guterres, Kyiv and Moscow accused each other of planning to stage a "provocation" at the plant in the Zaporizhzhya 

region, the largest in Europe. 

Fears have mounted of the risk of a Chernobyl-style nuclear disaster as Kyiv and Moscow have blamed each other for 

shelling the Russian-controlled facility, prompting calls for an IAEA mission to the plant. 

"We agreed with the secretary general the conditions of a possible mission by the IAEA to the Zaporizhzhya nuclear plant, 

in a legal way, via territory free from occupiers," Zelenskiy told reporters. 

"Russia should immediately and unconditionally withdraw its forces from the territory of the Zaporizhzhya nuclear power 

plant, as well as stop any provocations and shelling," he said. 

Russia calls UN proposal to demilitarize Zaporizhzhya nuclear plant 'unacceptable' - Moscow has rejected a proposal 

by United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres to demilitarize the area around the Russian-occupied Zaporizhzhya 

nuclear power plant in southern Ukraine. During a press briefing on August 18, Foreign Ministry spokesman Ivan Nechaev 

said the proposals were "unacceptable." 


